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ABSTRACT
The spatial databases are used to store geometric objects such as points, lines,
polygons. Querying such complex spatial objects becomes a challenging task. Index
structures are used to improve the lookup performance of the stored objects in the
databases, but traditional index structures cannot perform well in case of spatial
databases. A significant amount of research is made to ingest, index and query
the spatial objects based on different types of spatial queries, such as range, nearest
neighbor, and join queries. Compressed Spatial Bitmap Index (cSHB) structure is one
such example of indexing and querying approach that supports spatial range query
workloads (set of queries). cSHB indexes and many other approaches lack parallel
computation. The massive amount of spatial data requires a lot of computation and
traditional methods are insufficient to address these issues. Other existing parallel
processing approaches lack in load-balancing of parallel tasks which leads to resource
overloading bottlenecks.
In this thesis, I propose novel spatial partitioning techniques, Max Containment
Clustering and Max Containment Clustering with Separation, to create load-balanced
partitions of a range query workload. Each partition takes a similar amount of time
to process the spatial queries and reduces the response latency by minimizing the
disk access cost and optimizing the bitmap operations. The partitions created are
processed in parallel using cSHB indexes. The proposed techniques utilize the block-
based organization of bitmaps in the cSHB index and improve the performance of the
cSHB index for processing a range query workload.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
Large number of people use cellphones, gps-enabled devices that tracks the lo-
cation. The location contains latitude, longitude value. This can be stored easily
using point(x,y coordinates) in the database. Most common type of queries on such
databases are range queries, join queries, KNN queries. Traditional database man-
agement systems use B-Tree, B+ Trees as indexing mechanism for fast lookup. They
lack the efficiency for processing spatial range queries. The spatial index structures
are used to store the spatial data and later retrieve it effectively. One such example
of indexing the spatial objects is Compressed Spatial Hierarchical Bitmap (cSHB)
Indexes.
In cSHB Indexes[23], the spatial object is stored using bitmap indexes. The bitmap
resolution is determined by splitting the region into equal size quadrants using MX-
QuadTree. The bitmaps in each region are compressed and stored in the hierarchical
format by Z-order curve in the MX-quad Tree. This creates a hierarchy of 4-ary tree.
Refer figure 1.1 for hierarchy creation using MX-QuadTree and Z-order Curve. To
gain efficiency for disk access, the cSHB organizes the nodes into blocks of K size. To
form a block, the nodes must be at same level and total size of nodes should be less
than equal to K size. For querying the spatial range queries are processed using novel
cut(node) selection[22] techniques- Inclusive Cut Selection, Exclusive Cut Selection.
The blocks required for answering the query is brought into memory (disk access) and
bitmap operations (CPU operations) are performed. This reduces the time to query
1
Figure 1.1: cSHB Index Hierarchy Overview. Source : [23]
Figure 1.2: cSHB Querying Overview. Source : [23]
the range query workload. For more details on cSHB, refer 3.1 for more details.
The cSHB indexes can perform better if the workload is partitioned in such a way
that it leverages the block based hierarchy of the cSHB. This can reduce the disk
accesses and CPU operations. More performance boost can be added to cSHB by
overcoming the limitations of the query processing discussed in next section.
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1.2 Limitations of cSHB Query Processing
The cSHB Index structure performs well when compared with traditional index
structures. It also proposes a novel technique using bitmap based indexes to index
and process the range query. But, cSHB cannot process large query workloads in
parallel. Following limitations are observed in query processing in CSHB:
1. Large Query Workloads: cSHB focuses on optimizing and processing a query
workload and cannot perform best when large workload are encountered. The
computation power of a single machine can limit the processing of large query
workloads. To ensure the data gets processed quickly, there is a need of parallel
computation.
2. Parallel computation: The parallel processing of query workload can increase
the performance of the cSHB. Each parallel task can use the cSHB index and
provide results much faster than the query workload processing system on single
machine.
1.3 Partitioning
Partitioning the query workload allows to process each partition in parallel. The
computation power of multiple machines to process a workload can increase the per-
formance of workload processing.
Following are the drawbacks observed in random partitioning:
1. Redundant Computation: The overlapping queries have a redundant data
and should be clustered together to take the advantage. The performance gain
also depends on the degree of overlap to some extent.
The cSHB uses the block-based organization. Thus, nearby non-overlapping
3
Figure 1.3: Partitioning query workload overview
queries can also have performance boost in the disk access cost of cSHB.
Figure 1.4: Overlapped region example
2. Unbalanced Partitioning: The partitions created to compute the queries in
parallel can become a bottleneck if one of the partition does not perform well.
This can lead to higher response time. Consider an example of 4 partitions,
where first 3 partitions perform very fast in 100ms and 4th partition takes
1000ms then the overall performance gets affected by 4th partition.
4
Figure 1.5: Unbalanced partition example
1.4 Problem Statement
Vision: The spatial index structures are used to store the spatial data and later
retrieve it effectively. The amount of spatial data generated is very large[29][15][23][6]
and requires more time to query. The spatial data query workloads can perform better
if they are partitioned such that there will be less access and processing cost required
for underlying index structure. Consider cSHB index structure. The query workload
contains set of queries that has certain degree of overlap. The query workload can be
partitioned by using the overlapping region information to determine the approximate
cost of processing the queries. Partitions created should follow these properties-
1. Load balanced partitions: Each partition must be load balanced. Ineffec-
tive partitioning can lead to bottleneck in performance of the query workload.
Parallel processing systems often suffers from unbalanced partitions.
2. Low Disk Access: The cost of reading the blocks must be lowered. This
can be achieved by increasing the neighboring queries in same partitions. The
neighboring queries will select the sibling nodes and the chances of fetching
sibling nodes in same block are higher.
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3. Optimized CPU Operations: To optimize CPU cost in cSHB, the bitmap
operations cost needs to be reduced. The number of blocks selected must have
a minimal of operations required for fetching the result.
To summarize the problem-
Statement: Given M machines and range query workload Q, generate M-partitions
(P1, P2, ..., PM − 1) such that all queries in a query workload belong to only one par-
tition(hard clustering) and all partitions take approximately same amount of time to
process the set of queries belonging to the partition.
The partitions created should follow these properties-
1. Each partition should be load-balanced to avoid resource overloading.
2. The partitions should lower the disk access cost (read bitmap in cSHB)
3. The partitions should optimize the CPU operations (AND, OR, ANDNOT
bitmap operations in cSHB)
Method: The partitioning approaches used for creating load-balanced partitions
use the spatial data structure(R*-Tree). This allows to group the neighboring queries
in a tree structure. The costs are assigned to each level of R* Tree. Based on the
approaches, the partitions are created that are processed in parallel using the cSHB
indexes. More details for hypothesis and research contribution in next section. Refer
proposed approach for details about partitioning approaches.
1.5 Hypothesis
Based on the cSHB index hierarchy and sample query workload statistics, few
attributes are considered for boosting the performance. The query workload after
creating partitions will improve performance of the cSHB due to following attributes-
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1. Parallelism of task: The partitions created can run parallely and improve
performance of the cSHB query processing.
2. Load-balancing: The load-balanced partitions ensures that the time taken
for each workload to process is similar. This reduces the chances of resource
overloading.
3. Block-based organization: The partitions can improve performance by en-
suring that neighboring queries are in same partitions. The hierarchy of cSHB
indexes considers sibling nodes to be allowed in same block. Thus, it reduces
the disk IO as one block will fetch one or more neighboring queries associated
with other nodes in that block.
4. Degree of Overlaps: Overlapping region improves performance by providing
less block accesses. Thus the queries with maximum containment are considered
for clustering. It also forms compact clusters that has less empty regions in R*
tree making it easier for creating partitions.
5. Optimized bitmap operations: The operations on bitmaps are optimized
by lowering the block reads. In some cases, after running query statistics, it
was found that separation of neighboring queries slightly increases the disk IO
(block reads) but improves the CPU cost (bitmap operations) in cSHB. It was
observed for queries with overlapping region less than 10%. Thus separating
the queries based on separation criteria(here <10% overlaps), the performance
of overall partitions is improved.
All these attributes help in contributing to the two approaches to improve efficiency
of cSHB.
7
Figure 1.6: Range Query Workload Example. Source : [23]
1.6 Research Contribution
The main contribution of this research is partitioning the range query workload
such that it can be processed parallely and efficiently.
Definition 1.1. Spatial Range Query, q, is defined by a range that query covers
using south-west and north-east pair of points such that qsw.x <= qne.x and qsw.y <=
qne.y.
A range query consists of range in 1D, 2D or high-dimensional spaces. For ex-
ample, consider a rectangle. It consists of left, top, right, bottom coordinates. Such
rectangle can be considered as a range query in the 2-D spaces.
Definition 1.2. Spatial Range Query Workload, Q, is defined as a set of range
queries with varying range size.
Q = [q1, q2, q3, ...., qN ] (1.1)
where, q is the corresponding range query and N is the total number of queries in the
set. Figure 1.6 illustrates an example of Range Query Workload.
A Spatial Query workload contains multiple spatial queries. The workload may
vary in size and also the range of the queries in Q may be different. Query workload
size Qsize is not fixed.
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Definition 1.3. Partition Set P , is defined as the set of partitions of the Query
workload Q. The workload Q is divided into M number of partitions (p1, p2. . . .pM)
such that each of the partitions pi consists of set of queries from query workload Q.
P = [p1, p2, p3, ...., pM ] (1.2)
where, pi is the partition and M is the total number of partitions in the set P .
Q = [p1 ∪ p2 ∪ p3 ∪ .... ∪ pM ] (1.3)
where, pi is the partition and M is the total number of partitions in the set P and Q
is the query workload
φ = [p1 ∩ p2 ∩ p3 ∩ .... ∩ pM ] (1.4)
where, pi is the partition and M is the total number of partitions in the set P
The queries are not repeated in any of partitions. Size of each partition may vary.
Refer equations 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 to understand the properties of partitions created from
query workload.
A range query workload consists of many queries on the same database. The re-
search intends to process such range query workloads efficiently. Range query work-
load consists of different range size queries. This research will find the optimal way
to partition the set of range queries into partitions. These multiple partitions will be
processed in parallel. The partitions created are processed on the cSHB index struc-
ture to check the performance of the system. The query workload partition manager
creates partitions that has less disk access cost and optimized bitmap operation cost.
In parallel computations, the processing speed varies according to the partition. The
results for computation may be inefficient if any of the partition does not perform
well. If the partition is not load balanced then it creates a bottleneck and affects the
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overall processing time. In order to avoid such unbalanced clustering of queries, the
new techniques to partition workload considers the approximate cost to process the
workload. These techniques ensures the load balancing such that each query parti-
tion processing time is similar. Each partition in the multiple query partitions has a
similar cost. The two approaches/techniques discussed in proposed approach are:
1. Max Containment Clustering (MaxCC): Creates partitions by clustering the
nearby queries.
2. Max Containment Clustering with Separation (MaxCC-S): Creates partitions
by assigning queries to a separate cluster based on the separation criteria.
The first approach creates load-balanced partitions that reduces the disk IO by low-
ering the block reads. The second approach creates load-balanced partitions that
optimizes the CPU operations by minimizing the bitmap operations. The proposed
approach is discussed in chapter 4.
1.7 Organization of Thesis
The content of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 focuses on the Background and Related work
• Chapter 3 describes the Spatial Index structures (cSHB, R-Tree and other vari-
ants, clustering)
• Chapter 4 introduces and explains the Proposed Approach. This chapter con-
tains details for the query workload partitioning algorithms.
• Chapter 5 contains the Experiment details. It contains information for experi-
mental setup, data set, evaluation criteria and performance of the system.
10
• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and describes the direction for future work.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
2.1 Existing Approaches and Challenges
Single query processing system: The spatial database management system
mainly focus on optimizing the single query execution. Therefore they cannot leverage
other query information to get the results. There has been a lot of research to
efficiently process spatial queries such as kNN, spatial join queries. Due to compute
intensive nature of the spatial data, the queries require a lot of overhead. The single
query processing system cannot take advantage of parallel or distributed execution
of queries. Parallel (Spatial database management system)SDBMS systems[5] are
developed that partition data to multiple parallel disk to reduce the I/O bottleneck.
But these systems are not fully capable of handling large number of spatial queries
efficiently.
Indexing and Querying challenges in distributed environment: Many
other approaches to process spatial data use big data management and processing sys-
tems such as Hadoop[11][12], Spark[30][30]. Few systems implemented use geographic
proximity[10] of spatial objects along with a two-tier distributed spatial index to prune
search space. Hadoop based frameworks such as SpatialHadoop[12] and Hadoop-
GIS[5][27] are used to process queries in parallel. Geospark[4], SpatialSpark[28] is
built on top of Spark to support geospatial operations. All these systems support
different spatial queries such as KNN, range, join queries. To maintain the indexing
structure is distributed environment is very difficult. Most of the systems[12] use
two layer indexing in distributed environment. The global layer indexes the coarse-
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grained information and local layer on each node organizes the actual data. This
makes sure that indexing gets aligned with Map-Reduce programming paradigm[11].
The global index acts as driver(main) program and initiates mapreduce task and local
indexes processes map tasks. In the paper[31], the new spatial database management
system called VegaGiStore is introduced. It also uses two-tier bases spatial indexing
approach. Similar to earlier global and local concept, it tries to improve the query
computation using MapReduce.
Unbalanced loading of parallel tasks: The common drawback of the ap-
proaches (mentioned above) is the underutilized resources due to unbalanced parallel
tasks. The computation cost for a system with unbalanced workloads is expensive and
affects the overall performance of the system. Their inability to scale and process data
in parallel becomes a problem. The unbalanced tasks can create resource overloading
bottlenecks. Load balancing is a challenging issue and needs to be carefully addressed
when designing such parallel processing system. To predict the time taken for query
to execute is very hard. The approximate prediction can be helpful. This may based
on the insights from previous queries executed on the same underlying data. In the
paper “Efficient Spark based Framework”[6], the service layer is introduced on top of
Geospark. This service layer forms unbalanced clusters using a DBSCAN-MR algo-
rithm and then self-adaptation service at each attempt calculates new configuration
of cuts to balance timing in partitions. This approach takes many iterations to find
the cutting factor that balances the local execution time in all partitions [6].
To tackle problems/challenges mentioned above, the new system is proposed that
processes the query workload in parallel and introduces load balancing to improve
performance.
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2.2 Need of Spatial Partitioning
Traditional DBMS lack in processing the queries efficiently for a large set of geospa-
tial data. Some approaches apply distributed indexing concept that distributes data
along the distributed structure at indexing[5]. Spatial databases mostly use R-tree,
quadtrees and other variants of spatial data structures[7] for fast access. Parallelizing
R-tree indexes is a challenging task as the assumption that tree is always balanced
is incorrect. Quadtrees[24] may seem an efficient solution for creating balanced trees
but are ineffective in case of skewed data.
To overcome the challenges mentioned earlier, there is a need of spatial partition-
ing that helps in processing data efficiently using underlying index structure. The
Compressed Spatial Hierarchical Bitmap (cSHB) Indexes use Z-curve to impose a
hierarchy on space and preserve data locality[23]. The cSHB Indexes were built to
process multiple range queries on a single machine[23]. To improve performance cSHB
uses block-based organization.i.e. sibling nodes at the same level are stored together
in compressed form. The hierarchy of bitmap indexes allows different ways or query
plans to answer the given query[22]. The cSHB takes more time to process large query
workloads as it executes on a single machine. It cannot take advantage of the block-
based organization to execute a large number of overlapping multiple range queries.
A parallel processing system can handle this issue and compute results even faster
than existing cSHB. To process data in parallel, the system needs to partition tasks
effectively. Clustering algorithms can be used to group the similar type of queries.
This can improve performance in querying millions of spatial objects.
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Chapter 3
SPATIAL INDEX STRUCTURES
3.1 cSHB - Compressed Spatial Hierarchical Bitmap Index Structure
Compressed Spatial Hierarchical Bitmap(cSHB) index structure was introduced
in 2015 [23]. Compressed Spatial Hierarchical Bitmap(cSHB) index structure is used
for efficient processing of the range query workloads[23]. It creates bitmaps for point
objects based on the regions that are determined by MX-quadtree. To create a spatial
hierarchy, Z-order curve is used at each level in the MX QuadTree.
• Bitmap Index: Bitmap Indexes contain bit arrays with 0’s or 1’s as their
values. Bitwise logical operations on bitmaps are required for finding the points
belonging to that specific region. Most common operations on bitmaps are
AND, OR, XOR. During the query access, the bitmap-indexed columns are
combined using the operators to provide the results. Refer figure 3.1 for bitmaps
for points in space divided into two regions.
• QuadTree: A tree-structure that divides region into 4 quadrants. Each cell/quadrant
has some data points. If the size of cell is greater than maximum capacity then
the node is further split into four quadrants. It creates 4-ary tree structure.
• MX-Quad Tree: A variant of Quad tree which splits the cell always at the
middle. Example- refer 3.2
• Z-order curve: The Z-order curve is used to convert multidimensional data to
1-D data. It imposes the hierarchy in space. Example for Z order curve in 2h *
2h space MX-Quad Tree, h=3 (refer 3.2).
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Figure 3.1: Bitmaps for the given points in space divided into two regions. Source:[23]
Figure 3.2: Z-order curve hierarchy. Source:[23]
Based on the hierarchy, nodes are combined together to form the parent node.
This merging creates a 4-ary tree structure and forms a spatial hierarchy. (refer
3.2).
• Spatial Hierarchy: The cSHB [23] associates space S a hierarchy H that
contains node set N(H) = set of all nodes
– Node: A node belongs to set of all nodes. Each node has a bounded region
in space.
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– Parent and children node: A parent node Np is considered as parent of
nodes(ni) if all the nodes(ni) has only one and common parent Np. Such
nodes(ni) are all the children nodes.
– Internal nodes: Nodes in the hierarchy that are not at the last level of the
hierarchy are Internal nodes.
– Leaves: Nodes that belong to last level in hierarchy are the leaf nodes in
the hierarchy.
– Sibling nodes: The set of nodes ni that has a common parent then all the
nodes in ni are siblings of each other. Hierarchy of bitmaps helps to answer
a query of different sizes.
Bitmaps are compressed and stored for each node (leaves, internal nodes). Com-
pression helps in reducing the size of the node. To reduce the IO cost of com-
pressed bitmaps, the cSHB introduces block-based organization of bitmaps gen-
erated. The sibling nodes at same level are added to same block. This reduces
the IO during query processing as the neighboring bitmaps might be useful for
query plan.
• Blocks: Assume K as the target size of blocks and Bi as compressed bitmaps
of nodes at same level. Block is formed by concatenating bitmaps (B1. . . Bn) at
same level until they are less than target size K. Example- Consider following
Bitmaps at same level < Bi, size >:< B1, 5 >,< B2, 4 >,< B3, 2 >,< B4, 2 >
• Cut: A cut C is a subset of internal nodes of the hierarchy H, relative to
a workload Q, satisfies validity and completeness conditions[23][22]. Validity:
For relevant hierarchy, there is exactly one node in cut for any root-to-leaf
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Figure 3.3: Block based organization in cSHB. Source:[23]
branch. Completeness: The nodes in cut covers all the leaf nodes in the relevant
hierarchy.
• Query Plan: The spatial hierarchy created using above method is used for
generating efficient query plans for range query workload. There are following
steps involved in generating effective query plan and fetching the nodes(cut)
required for answering the queries efficiently.
Node cost estimation: In this step, relevant hierarchy(R) nodes are assigned
the cost. For this, all the nodes belonging to at least one query in query workload
(Q) are identified in top down manner[22]. This relevant hierarchy is assigned
the cost in bottom-up approach.
Steps:
– Top-Down Traversal and Pruning:
Starts from the root and finds the nodes (ni) that satisfies any query (q)
from the query workload(Q).
– Cost Computation: The relevant hierarchy(R) contains internal nodes
that are visited in bottom-up order to assign the cost estimate for pro-
cessing each query. Cost estimation and Leaf Access Plan: Using
the following two strategies the cost estimate is computed. Then based on
the best cost estimate the query plan (inclusive or exclusive) is decided for
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the query. Inclusive Query Plan: If query uses this strategy to provide
results then all the leaf bitmaps will be identified belonging to the query
and using bitwise operations(OR) the result will be provided.
The cost estimate for this is the sum of size of bitmaps identified for com-
bining and providing results. Exclusive Query Plan If query uses this
strategy to provide the results then a bitmap(Bi) that belong to the query
is identified and the bitmaps(Bj) that if excluded from that query are iden-
tified and using bitwise(ANDNOT) operation on set of such bitmaps will
provide results for the query.
The cost estimate for this is the size of Bi and sum of size of Bj.
• Cut Bitmap Selection: After the cost assignment step, the cut (nodes) se-
lection process traverses the hierarchy in bottom-up order.
In order to select the optimal cut, the process depends on the estimated cost
and block IO (described earlier). If a block(b1) is accessed for any query in the
workload earlier then the cost of blockIO is not included.
Cut Bitmap selection process checks the cost of node (hybrid cut cost + blockIO)
is less than or equal to the cost of children(sum of chidren nodes hybrid cost +
blockIO). If the condition is satisfied then the parent node is selected to form a
cut for providing results. formula
3.2 R-Tree Index Structure and its variant
R-Tree is a spatial data structures widely used for indexing multidimensional
data[13]. R-tree node contains MBR(minimum bounding rectangle) information[2].
MBR represents the covered area by the spatial objects inside the node. R-Tree has
properties similar to B-Tree. The R-Tree is also balanced search tree. The MBR helps
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to make decision starting from root to traverse down towards the object. Finding
object becomes easier as the MBR allows to determine which subtrees need to be
traversed. Most common tree searching algorithms[13][10][20] such as containment,
intersection, nearest neighbor are very simple to perform using R-Tree structure.
Example of R-Tree- Refer figure 1
R-Tree uses linear and quadratic node splitting algorithms. If the node overflow
occurs while insertion, these algorithms are used.
Drawbacks of R-Tree: Large number of empty regions creates large MBRs.
This leads to overlaps in MBRs and more nodes/sub trees need to be accessed. The
query performance drops down a bit based on the empty regions and overlaps in
MBRs. R*-Tree (discussed in next section) solves this problem.
R*-Tree: R* Tree is a variant of R Tree. It provides less node overlaps and
less storage requirements[25]. The major change is R* Tree is the node split policy.
This policy tries to minimize the coverage and overlaps[9][25][18]. The results using
R* Tree has very compact boundaries and produce better results and less overlaps.
Example-Refer fig
Three major changes in R* Tree algorithm[25]
• Intelligent object insertion procedure
• Re-insertion of objects in overflow node
• Overflow node split manner
3.3 Other Spatial Data Structures
B-Trees, BST, AVL Tree are all effective in handling one dimensional data. They
are not sufficient to process the spatial queries such as range queries[16]. Spatial data
structures are used to handles such data efficiently.
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• kd Tree: Extension of BST to multiple dimension. The splitting decisions in kd
tree are alternate among every dimension.
• Quad Trees: A point region quad tree that splits the region into 4 quadrants.It
has a 4-ary tree structure.
3.4 Clustering
The notion of “cluster” is not precise, thus different algorithms/models exist for
different scenarios. Different models exists in order to understand the differences in
the algorithms[26][8][21][17].
• Hierarchical Clustering: Clusters are formed based on the distances between the
objects. Algorithm Examples- Single Linkage, Complete Linkage Clustering
• Centroid based Clustering: Based on centroid and object distances.[14][1] Al-
gorithm Examples- K-means Clustering
• Distribution based clustering: Objects belonging to same distributions form
cluster. Algorithm Example- Gaussian Mixture model (using expectation max-
imization)
• Density based Clustering: Algorithm Example- DB-Scan Algorithm
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Chapter 4
PROPOSED APPROACH - QUERY WORKLOAD PARTITIONING
4.1 Research Challenges
The query workload partitioning is able to create partitions that are executed
on parallel machines. But, there are few drawbacks related to random partitioning-
unbalanced partitions and redundant computation (discussed in section 1.3). These
provides the following research challenges-
1. Does individual query workload partitions take similar processing time?
2. How to avoid redundant computations of overlapped regions?
I have focused on providing solution for these research challenges.
4.2 Contribution
4.2.1 Research Questions
Based on the research challenges discussed in previous section 4.1, following ques-
tions are important to solve in order to create partitions.
1. Can workload partitioning leverage proximity between queries?
2. Can bitmap access cost be reduced using block-based cSHB hierarchy?
3. Is it possible to optimize bitmap operation cost in cSHB?
The queries that are close to each other needs to be grouped together. Consider
the grouping scenario shown in the figure 4.1. All the scenarios have different per-
formance. The query sizes are same in each scenario. The only difference is the
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Figure 4.1: Performance for different groupings
proximity of the queries. In scenario A, the overlapped region is more so less number
of computations are involved. In scenario 2, very less overlap so it performs good
but not the best as compared to scenario A. In scenario C, there is no overlap. Thus
the performance of scenario C is very bad. Based on different grouping scenarios, the
groupings with maximum overlap perform better than other groupings.
4.2.2 Clustering nearby queries
The primary intuition is to group nearby queries in same partition. To solve
this problem, a tree structure can be used. At leaf level the queries can added and
intermediate node marks the grouping of the queries. To group the queries for best
performance, following additional constraints should be imposed-
1. More overlaps in the queries inside a node
2. Less or no overlaps across the nodes
Refer figure 4.2, that shows 2 different grouping for query workload. The first group-
ing creates the nodes containing overlapped queries (first constraint satisfied). It
also maintains the less overlap constraint between the nodes in a tree. The second
grouping fails to satisfy both constraints. To create partitions using a tree, branches
are assigned to different partitions. In first grouping, the partitions created has over-
lapped queries in same partitions. In second grouping, the partitions created has
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Figure 4.2: Effect of groupings on the partitions
no overlap. This is due to the failure to satisfy the constraints. The queries with
overlapped region get separated and results in redundant computation for overlapped
regions. The solution to create the groupings with minimum bounding region for the
nodes is to use spatial R* Tree for grouping the queries.
4.2.3 R* Tree
The R* Tree provides good results for clustering the 2D objects. The other spatial
data structures are not able to create tree hierarchy using range queries that has
compact MBRs than R* Tree. The R tree also creates hierarchy but not as good as
R* Tree. The R tree MBR contains empty regions and also overlaps between other
MBRs. At the time of insertion of queries, the node splitting algorithm in R* Tree[3]
re-inserts all the objects inside the overflow node. This makes sure that all MBRs
formed have less empty regions and less overlaps as well. The details about Spatial
data structures and drawbacks is discussed in Chapter 3.2.
I checked the results for R-Tree and R*-Tree on sample query workloads. The
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Figure 4.3: R Tree with max children=5 and 500 range queries (in red color) and
MBRs created at different levels.
Figure 4.4: R* Tree with max children=5 and 500 range queries (in red color) and
MBRs created at different levels
R*-Tree[4] forms more compact MBRs than R-Tree. Example- For 500 queries and
max children=5, the R-Tree vs R*-Tree comparison can be found in figure 4.3 and
4.4 respectively.
The R*-Tree[4] constructed for a query workload consist of hierarchy R that con-
tains actual queries from workload at the last level. All the other levels from root
to second last level contains MBR information. The MBR information of a node N
specifies the region bounds using Nsw.x,Nsw.y and Nse.x,Nse.y. Refer figure 4.5 for
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Figure 4.5: R*-Tree Example for 6 queries and Max children=2. Tree shows the MBR
nodes and leaf nodes containing queries
R* Tree hierarchy.
Additional information is also computed for each MBR node. The list of param-
eters calculated for each node are explained in next section 4.2.4.
4.2.4 Cost Computation
• Initial Cost of a node C: Cost of processing all the queries in the node.
C =
N∑
i=1
ci (4.1)
where, N is the number of queries in the node and c cost of processing each
query. The cost ci depends on size of query qi.
• Projected Cost Cp: The approximate cost to process the query with respect to
neighboring queries overlap and distance. This takes into account the discount
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and tax for the initial cost.
Cp = C −D + E (4.2)
where, D is the discount based on overlap degree and E is the empty are tax.
Example- Projected cost of leaf level query will be same as intial cost. But
when it is grouped with other neighboring queries then it will get discount and
tax cost added. The discount and tax is explained below.
• Discount D: The region that intersects with other queries is called the overlap
region. Based on the overlapped region, a discount should be provided for the
node. Example- Refer figure 4.6 that shows overlapping region for 2 queries.
The overlapped queries has performance gain so it should provide discount on
initial cost of processing the queries.
Figure 4.6: Discount based on overlapping region in queries.
• Tax E: Tax is based on Empty Area of the MBR node that is not overlapped
with any query. More the empty area, more the cost of processing query. Refer
figure 4.7.
The cost is computed only at the second-last level in the tree. For rest of the interme-
diate nodes the cost propagation takes place in bottom-up manner. This reduces the
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Figure 4.7: Tax based on empty region in queries.
complexity to predict the cost for all the nodes. More details on cost computation
with example are explained in the next section 4.4.
4.2.5 Create Partitions from a Tree
The cost computation assigns cost to every node in a tree. Based on this cost, the
branches can be traversed for queries to assign to a partition. Each partition has the
expected budget. In order to fill each of the partition with queries, a tree traversal
takes place. On the way it adds the queries to first partition. Once the expected
budget of a partition is reached, the next queries get assigned to second partition.
This process continues till all queries get assigned to at least one partition. Refer
figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: M-Partitions from a tree structure
4.3 Architecture Overview
The range query workload consists of varying size queries. This workload con-
tains overlaps between queries. To parallelize the processing of query workloads,
multiple partitions should be generated. Each query should belong to only one of
the partitions. Refer 1.2 for equations and more information on partitions. Creat-
ing partitions is similar to creating clustering. The additional constraint imposed
on “partitions/clusters” is that all of the clusters should be load-balanced. Thus to
group the range query workload there is a need of using the spatial data structures
that forms grouping/clustering as per the requirement.
Figure 4.9 provides the overview of the architecture to partition the workload and
further process these partitions using cSHB indexes. The process takes the query
workload as an input and based on the workload generated spatial R*-Tree structure.
It then uses one of the approaches for created workload partitions using the partition
manager on top of spatial data structure generated earlier. The partitions in the
partition set are then processed parallely using cSHB index structure to provide
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Figure 4.9: Architecture overview for partitioning range query workload and process-
ing partitions using cSHB indexes.
results using bitmap operations. The query statistics helps in making decision to
what extent the overlap is beneficial for the workload.
The following sections discuss the two approaches to partition range query work-
loads.
4.4 Approach 1: Max Containment Clustering (MaxCC)
4.4.1 Motivation
The block-based structure in the cSHB index can take advantage of the neighboring
queries. For example, if two query ranges belong to sibling nodes in the cut, then it
helps in minimizing the number of blocks fetched. This results in low Block IO (disk
IO) cost. Finding neighboring queries is important to reduce the Disk IO cost for
fetching the bitmap blocks.
The range query workload contains overlaps between queries. For overlapping
regions, most of the cut(nodes) selected is similar. Using this overlapping region it
is possible to create load balanced partitions. Assume, if two queries share some
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Figure 4.10: Overlapping area for 3 queries.
amount of region, that overlap region will reduce the cost of processing the query.
Thus, the cost model takes into account such overlapping regions in queries and
provides discount (reduced cost) for processing the queries.
4.4.2 Terminology
• Overlap Area: The region that intersects with other queries is called the
overlap region. If multiple queries has same overlapping region then it should
account for such overlaps. Example- Refer figure 4.10 that shows overlapping
region for 3 queries
• Covered Area: Area covered by all the queries together. This not the sum
of individual queries but the union of area of all the queries. It considers the
overlapping region only once. Example- Refer figure 4.10 for overlapping region
of 3 rectangles. The covered area is union of all 3 rectangles i.e. area marked
by green, blue and red.
• Empty Area: Area of the MBR node that is not overlapped with any query.
For example. Refer figure 4.10. Consider the white area inside the outer rect-
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angle as Empty Area. It can be computed using following:
EmptyArea = MBRTotalArea− CoveredArea (4.3)
• MBR Total Area: the area bounded by that node. It is the normal area
calculation of bounded region of MBR.
MBRTotalArea = MBRlength ∗MBRheight (4.4)
• Overlap Area Percent Op: Based on the overlapping region and total covered
region, calculate the percentage of overlap with the query.
• Empty Area Percent Ep: Based on the empty area and MBR total area it is
possible to get the Empty Area Percent
• Overlap Discount Map: This map contains the values for discount based
on the percentage of overlap. The discount map is computed using the stats
generation module that creates temporary workload with different degree of
overlaps and calculates the performance of queries based on overlap degree.
This map helps to assign discount to queries based on the overlapping region
percentage.
• Empty Area Tax Map: This map contains the values for tax based on the
empty region. The values for this map are generated based on the stats genera-
tion module that runs temporary workload to check till what extent the empty
area affects the workload. This map helps to assign tax to queries based on the
empty area percentage.
• Query List: Internal nodes contain information of their respective leaf level
queries. This is used to avoid traversing to leaf level if internal node satisfies
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the condition of adding to partition. Example- Assume hierarchy H with depth
8, then if node N31 at level 3 can be added to partition (algorithm described
in step B 4.4.3) then to access its leaf queries the traversal cost will be high.
To speed up the retrieval of queries, each internal node maintains its leaf level
query list.
4.4.3 Steps and Algorithm
Strategy 1 is divided into two steps a) assign costs and b) create M partitions. In
first step, to assign costs strategy follows bottom up approach. In second step, the
strategy follows top-down approach.
Step A] Assign Costs: Given R*-Tree Hierarchy H, assign projected cost for
each node ni based on the region covered and overlaps. In this step, the R*-Tree is
traversed using bottom up approach to assign cost. Each internal node is visited once
to calculate the projected cost of each node. At second last level the overlapping
region and empty area is computed to provide the approximate discount and tax
on the initial cost. Based on the overlapping region among the set of queries at
second last level, the discount for MBR node is calculated. Similarly, the empty area
calculation is performed and the values are fetched to provide the projected cost of
MBR node. This projected cost is used for calculating the cost of inner nodes (using
bottom-up approach).
Algorithm 1 describes the assign cost process
Example- Refer figure 4.11. The MBR nodes are assigned projected cost from
second last level to root level. This cost is used for pruning the branch for creating
the partitions in the step B.
Step B] Create M-partitions: Given Hierarchy H, find multiple partitions
P (p1, p2...pM) such that sum of projected cost of all queries in the partition are simi-
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Algorithm 1 Assign Costs bottom-up
1: Input: R*-Tree Hierarchy H, OverlapDiscountMap Omap, EmptyAreaTaxMap
Emap
2: Output: projected cost estimate and additional MBR information for each in-
ternal node, ni ∈ H;
3: Initialize root
4: for all nodes ni ∈ H in bottom-up fashion do
5: if ni == “leaf” then
6: Calculate covered area using query region information
7: else if ni == second last level node then
8: Access all children and find the overlapping region and empty area in MBR.
9: Discount = compute-overlap-and-discount(ni, Omap)
10: EmptyAreaTax = compute-empty-area-and-tax(ni, Emap)
11: Based on this information calculate the projected cost
12: end if
13: end for
lar.
To create multiple partitions, the given R* tree node hierarchy is traversed in top-
down manner. The decision to add the node to current partition is taken by Projected
Cost. Budget of each partition must be similar. Therefore to create M-partitions the
projected cost of root is taken and divided into equal M parts.
Bexp = CP .root/M (4.5)
where,Bexp is the budget, CP .root is the projected cost at root, M is the number of
partitions
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Figure 4.11: Assign cost example using MaxCC
Whenever a query satisfies the current partition budget requirement, it is added
to the partition and projected cost for that query is added to the current budget.
Algorithm 2 describes the create partitions process
Example 1- Refer figure 4.11 MBR nodes figure. In this hierarchy, if the M is given
3 then the partitions will have expected budget = (12.7/3) = 4.23 as per equation
4.5. The Algorithm traverses top-down the hierarchy and left of root gets assigned to
partition p1. The right of root is traversed. The cost is more than expected budget
of second partition, so it goes down further. MBR node containing q1, q2, q3 gets
assigned to p2 and MBR node containing q9, q10 gets assigned to p3.
Example 2: For query workload of 1200 queries of query range 1.5 percent, fol-
lowing are the four partitions created. Refer figure 4.12 Each partition is marked in
different colors.
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Algorithm 2 Create M-partitions top-down approach
1: Input: R* Tree Hierarchy H, Number of partitions M
2: Output: M-partitions (P1...PM)
3: Initialize root
4: Calculate Bexp = Cp.root / M
5: Initialize M partitions budget to 0. Bi. . .BM = 0
6: currentd = 1
7: for all internal nodes ni ∈ H in top down fashion do
8: if ni.projectedcost <(Bexp - B[current]) then
9: Add the queries belonging to node in the current partition
10: qi ∈ ni, addqitoD[currentd]
11: B[currentd] + = ni.projectedcost
12: else
13: access all children of ni one by one
14: Repeat step 7 for each children
15: end if
16: if B[currentb] >= Bexp then
17: currentb = currentb + 1
18: end if
19: end for
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Figure 4.12: Results for query workload of 1200 queries using MaxCC with M = 4.
4.4.4 Conclusion
This two step algorithm generates balanced query partitions. The bitmap IO cost
gets reduced as nearby queries are clustered together. Less number of blocks accessed.
Almost similar time to process the partitions parallely. Combine bitmap operation
varies for few cases. Overall MaxCC provides good results as per expectations (see
Experiments 5.4 in next chapter).
4.5 Approach 2: Max Containment Clustering with Separation (MaxCC-S)
4.5.1 Motivation
The MaxCC may not perform best in few cases. The initial tests on data provided
the insights that if there are queries that has less than certain degree of overlaps
than combine bitmap operations perform better. To reduce the time taken for CPU
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Figure 4.13: Performance for groupings with no overlaps
operations a separation strategy must be introduced. Consider an example of uniform
dataset, where less than 10 percent overlap increases the cost of bitmap operations.
This as a basis of the max strategy can be used with the R* tree construction to
create partitions such that it creates cluster of queries that overlap the most and
separate the queries that may have chances of increasing cost. Following approach is
used for implementing the MaxCC-S.
This approach has similar flow as MaxCC. First, a R*-Tree is created with ad-
ditional node information. Then, Assign Cost step assigns each MBR the projected
cost and other parameters. One major difference in this strategy is the usage of Split
flag as an additional parameter. This Split parameter helps in making the decision
to split node into different partitions or to assign node itself to one partition. The
definition of split flag is explained in the 4.5.2 section. The usage of Split flag can be
found in 4.5.3 Step B of this approach.
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4.5.2 Terminology
Separation criteria: This criteria depends on query’s performance based on
degree of overlaps. In some cases, very few percent overlap is not good. So there is
a need to separate such queries. The overlap percent below some threshold becomes
the separation criteria.
Split Flag: A boolean value, true or false, determines if the MBR node should
be used directly and added to one partition or splitted into different partitions. The
decision to split or not is based on the separation criteria. To implement a separation
strategy, there is a need to update node MBR with additional information of Split
flag(true/false). Consider the example of uniform data set where overlap less than
10 percent is criteria for splitting the node. In such cases the queries that belong to
overlap <10 percent will be split and distributed across all the partitions.
4.5.3 Steps and Algorithm
Strategy 2 is divided into two steps a) assign costs and b) create M partitions. In
first step, to assign costs strategy follows bottom up approach. In second step, the
strategy follows top-down approach.
Step A] Assign Costs: Given R* Tree Hierarchy H, assign projected cost and
split flag for each node ni based on the region covered and overlaps. This process
is similar to the bottom up approach (refer 4.4.3) explained in MaxCC except one
change. If the separation decision criteria is satisfied then mark the node split flag as
true, otherwise it is false. At higher level, the parent node will access children node
split flag values. All values of children are ORed to assign value to parent node.
Step B] Create M-partitions Given Hierarchy H, find multiple partitions P (p1, p2, ...., pM)
such that sum of projected cost of all queries in the partition are similar. To create
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Figure 4.14: Assign cost example using MaxCC-S
multiple partitions, the given R* tree node hierarchy is traversed in top-down manner.
The decision to add the node to current partition is taken by Projected Cost and the
split flag. If the split node is true then each query is assigned to separate partitions
in round-robin fashion. Expected Budget, Bexp, is similar to earlier equation 4.5.
Algorithm 3 describes the create partitions process using separation
criteria
Example 1- Refer figure 4.14 MBR nodes figure. In this hierarchy, if the M is given
3 then the partitions will have expected budget = (10.55/3) = 3.52 as per equation
4.5. The Algorithm traverses top-down the hierarchy and left node split flag is false
so it gets assigned to partition p1. This assignment completes the expected budget
in partition 1. The right child of root MBR has split flag True. Thus the nodes are
traversed down the hierarchy to split the queries in rest of the partitions i.e p2, p3.
Example 2: For query workload of 1200 queries of query range 1.5 percent, fol-
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Algorithm 3 Create M-partitions top-down using separation criteria
1: Input: R* Tree Hierarchy H, Number of partitions M
2: Output: M-partitions (P1...PM)
3: Initialize root. Calculate Bexp = Cp.root / M
4: Initialize M partitions budget to 0. Bi. . .BM = 0. currentd = 0
5: for all internal nodes ni ∈ H in top down fashion do
6: if ni.split == true then
7: for all child ∈ ni do
8: if child.split == true then
9: assign each query in child to separate partition in round-robin fashion
10: else
11: push child for processing
12: end if
13: end for
14: else
15: if ni.projectedcost <(Bexp - B[currentd]) then
16: Add the queries belonging to node in the current partition
17: qi ∈ ni, add qi to D[currentd]
18: B[currentd] += ni.projectedcost
19: else
20: access all children of ni one by one
21: Repeat step 7 for each children
22: end if
23: end if
24: if B[currentb] >= Bexp then
25: currentb = currentb + 1
26: end if
27: end for 41
Figure 4.15: Results for query workload of 1200 queries using MaxCC-S with number
of partitions M = 4.
lowing are the four partitions created. Refer figure 4.12 Each partition is marked in
different colors. Less than 10 percent overlaps marks nodes for separation strategy.
4.5.4 Conclusion
The approach partitions the query workload into load-balanced partitions. These
partitions take similar time to process. The read bitmap cost is low. The read bitmap
cost is higher than first approach. But, the combine bitmap cost is optimized in this
approach. The overall results for this approach performs better than first approach
when there are less overlaps. Refer experiments in Chapter 5 for more details.
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Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, I evaluate the performance of the system.
5.1 Experimental setup and dataset
Experiments are conducted on a machine running Ubuntu 16.04 operating system,
8 vCPU, 16 GB of memory and 160 GB Disk. The instance contains Java version 8.
I have conducted tests on the following datasets:
1. Uniform dataset: The first set of experiments are performed on uniform
distributed dataset containing 100M data points spread across range (-180, -
90) to (180, 90). The cSHB index structure created for this data is used for
evaluating the performance of the workload partitioning.
2. Real world dataset: The second set of experiments are performed on non-
uniform distributed dataset containing 2.7M data points from gowalla dataset[19]
spread across range (-180, -90) to (180, 90). The cSHB index structure created
for this data is used for evaluating the performance of the workload partitioning.
Different query workloads were generated with queries corresponding to the US
and the Europe regions.
5.2 Approaches
The workload is partitioned using 3 algorithms:
1. Max Containment Clustering (MaxCC)
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2. Max Containment Clustering with Separation (MaxCC-S)
3. Random Clustering Approach
The first and second approach is discussed in section 4. Both these approaches
produce a partition set Papp1 and Papp2. The Random clustering approach creates the
partitions based on the random queries. For example- If Q = [q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6] and
we need to create number of partitions (M)= 2 then it randomly picks the queries for
assigning it to a partition in round-robin fashion.
Random Clustering output for M=2:
Partition Set P = [p1, p2]
partition p1 = [q6, q1, q5]
partition p2 = [q2, q3, q4]
To test multiple random partitions, I have created 5 to 10 random partitions (partition
set) for same value of M. This is to test the behavior of different random clustering
outputs. In order to compare these 5 random partition set with MaxCC and MaxCC-
S, I have sorted each partition set from 5 of partition set using ascending order of
performance of their individual partitions. I have taken average of all 5 and finally
we get one partition set to compare with other 2 approaches.
Example: 5 partition set M=2
P1 = [p11, p12]
P2 = [p21, p22]
P3 = [p31, p32]
P4 = [p41, p42]
P5 = [p51, p52]
Sort partitions in Partition set by their performance
P1 = [p12, p11]
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P2 = [p22, p21]
P3 = [p31, p32]
P4 = [p42, p41]
P5 = [p51, p52]
Now, take the average of each corresponding first and second partition in all 5 par-
titions to get one partiton set Prandom = [p1, p2]. This will be compared with perfor-
mance of approaches 1 and 2.
5.3 Performance Evaluation
The tests are conducted to check the performance of approaches on both datasets.
The test scenarios include varying number of partitions (M). Testing scenarios are
based on the degree of overlaps-
Test 1: No overlaps
Test 2: 0 to 10% overlaps
Test 3: 20 to 40% overlaps
Test 4: 40 to 80% overlaps
Test 5: 0 to 80% overlaps
Test 6: 0 to 40% overlaps
Currently M is considered as 2, 4, 6, 8 for each test scenario. Multiple runs are
performed for each test scenario and variance is checked in order to report the unbiased
behavior of each test scenario.
The query workload Q for different test scenarios should be partitioned into M -
partitions that are load-balanced. These query partitions created are tested individu-
ally for their query processing time. The conclusion described in each approach must
be reflected in the results. The major performance gain should be seen in the Disk
IO and CPU operations for bitmaps. These can be observed using the read bitmap
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and combine bitmap operation processing time. The performance of both techniques
are compared with random partitioning. The query workload generated has varying
degree of overlaps. Based on these overlaps, the partitions created are different for
both techniques.
Example for test scenario that contains workload with 0 to 80% overlaps: The
figure 5.1 shows the performance of 3 approaches for each partition for given M
partitions.
Figure 5.1: Performance comparison of approaches for each partition for M = 6
Observations: The figure 5.1 contains groupings based on approaches and the
partition numbers for M = 6. MaxCC shows low disk access for all partitions. Check
the blue bar in the figure 5.1. MaxCC-S shows optimized combine bitmap operations
as compared to MaxCC. Random approach performs worst as it has high block reads
that increases cost of read bitmaps. The results are as per expectations of each
approach for M = 6. The detailed analysis in section 5.4 explains such test scenarios
for varying values of M = [2, 4, 6, 8].
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Figure 5.2: Stacked performance comparison of approaches for each partition for
M = 6
The figure 5.2 shows the stacked representation of both performance parameters
(read and combine bitmaps). It provides a clear understanding about the effect of
unbalanced partition in random partitioning can lead to increase in processing time
of overall query workload. The MaxCC saves time in reading the bitmaps but are not
able to completely optimize the bitmap operations. The MaxCC-S can be helpful in
such scenarios of varying degree of overlaps from 0 to 80%.
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Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5
M Exp. R C R C R C R C R C
2 <50 80 73 38 43 37 49 33 49 39 41
4 <25 31 12 13 20 21 29 19 23 22 23
6 <17 21 9 10 13 12 17 12 14 13 14
8 <12 16 9 8 10 10 12 9 11 12 10
Table 5.1: Average processing time (in percentage) for varying number of parti-
tions(M). Percentage is calculated based on the processing time of query workload
without partitions. (R:Read Bitmaps, C: Combine Bitmaps, Exp: Expected Percent-
age)
Refer Table 5.1 for the performance comparison across varying number of par-
titions M . The average processing time of partitions is compared with processing
time of query workload without partitioning. R denotes Read bitmap percentage,
C denotes Combine bitmap percentage. Example- For M=2, The expected (Exp)
value in table <50% which means the processing time should take less than 50% after
partitioning. For test 1 with no overlaps both R and C has poor performance. But
for other tests (2,3,4,5), R and C values show promising results. For M = 4, the per-
formance expected is less than 25% of the processing time of entire query workload
without partitions. For all test scenarios M = 4 performs best. Similarly, for M =
[6,8] shows performance improvement more in combine bitmap operations.
Next section 5.4 provides results and explanation for different test scenarios and
performance of each approach.
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5.4 Detailed Analysis
5.4.1 Dataset 1: Uniform dataset
I have created query workloads with varying size of overlap percent (0 to 80%)
and query range size = 1% to 1.5%. Query Workload contains total queries from 1000
to 2000. Using MaxCC and MaxCC-S, the query workload is partitioned. Number
of partitions(M) has varying values 2, 4, 6, 8. The partitioning approaches are tested
for all these number of partitions. The results are organized into two types of visual-
ization. The detailed view is displayed using the bar chart. The overview of varying
number of partitions M for test scenario is visualized using bar chart grouped by
number of partitions.
Test 1.1: Test scenario with no overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that does not overlap with each other. The queries are very closely located
to each other but does not intersect.
Results:
Figure 5.3: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario with no overlaps
in query workload (1000 queries) with varying number of partitions M = [4, 6]
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Figure 5.4: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with no overlaps
Observation for Test 1.1:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.3. The less number of block reads lowers the disk
access. Thus all partitions in MaxCC will have less read bitmap cost(shown in
blue color). For MaxCC-S, the cost for read bitmap is a bit higher than the
MaxCC.
Refer figure 5.4. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is minimum(as expected) for MaxCC for M = [4, 6, 8].
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.3, the combine bitmap operations are opti-
mized in second approach. It performs best and reduces the CPU operations.
MaxCC has skewed results for few of the partitions. All the results are as
expected.
Refer figure 5.4. the combine bitmap is shown in orange color. After observing
the figure 5.4 for all partitions, the trench or drop is seen near MaxCC-S. This
suggests that there is a drop in combine bitmap cost (as per expectation). When
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number of partitions are 4 or more, then the approaches perform best for this
test scenario.
3. Performance Gain: Refer 5.4 Performance gain increases for M = [4, 6, 8] if the
values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2 the read bitmaps cost has
very less up to 5% gains. But for M=4, the performance is improved and cost
gets reduced to almost 30% of the read cost without partitions. For combine
bitmaps the cost gets reduced to almost 12-15% of the combine bitmaps cost of
the query workload without partitions. Similar trend can be observed for rest
of the number of partitions. The performance of the system improves if there
are more than 150 queries in each partition. Thus the performance is best for
M = [4, 6] and good for M = 8.
Test 1.2: Test scenario with 0 to 10% overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has overlap degree between 0 and 10%. The overlap percent depends on
the overlapping region of the query. Different number of partitions are created using
approaches mentioned earlier and their performance is compared in the next section.
Results:
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Figure 5.5: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario with 0 to 10%
overlaps in query workload (1000 queries) with varying number of partitions M =
[4, 6]
Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with 0 to 10% overlaps
Observation for Test 1.2:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.5. The less number of block reads lowers the disk
access. Thus all partitions in MaxCC (Max Containment Clustering) will have
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less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For MaxCC-S, the cost for read
bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC.
Refer figure 5.6. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is minimum for MaxCC for M = [4, 6, 8]. For M = 2, the MaxCC
has almost similar time as MaxCC-S for reading the bitmaps.
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.5, the combine bitmap operations are opti-
mized in MaxCC-S approach. It performs best and reduces the CPU operations.
For combine bitmap performance, MaxCC has skewed results for few of the par-
titions. Example- Check MaxCC, M=4, p3 partition. MaxCC-S handles this
by using separation criteria(<10% overlap) and performance gain can be seen
in MaxCC-S for M=2. Similary, for rest of the values of M, MaxCC-S performs
better. All the results are as expected.
Refer figure 5.6. the combine bitmap is in orange color. After observing the
figure 5.4 for all partitions, the trench or drop is seen near MaxCC-S. This
suggests that there is a drop in combine bitmap cost (as per expectation).
When number of partitions are 2 and 4, then the approaches perform best for
this test scenario.
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.6 Performance gain increases forM = [2, 4, 6, 8]
if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2 the read bitmaps cost
has reduced to 40% of read cost without partitions. For M=4, the performance
is improved and cost gets reduced to almost 13% of the read cost without par-
titions. For combine bitmaps the cost gets reduced to almost 20-30% of the
combine bitmaps cost of the query workload without partitions. Similar trend
can be observed for rest of the number of partitions. The performance of the
system improves if there are more than 100 queries in each partition. Thus the
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performance is best for M = [4, 6, 8].
Test 1.3: Test scenario with 20 to 40% overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has overlap degree between 20 and 40%. The overlap percent depends
on the overlapping region of the query.
Results:
Figure 5.7: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario with 20 to 40%
overlaps in query workload (1000 queries) with varying number of partitions M =
[4, 6]
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with 20 to 40% overlaps
Observation for Test 1.3:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.7. The less number of block reads lowers the disk
access. Thus all partitions in MaxCC (Max Containment Clustering) will have
less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For MaxCC-S, the cost for read
bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC.
Refer figure 5.8. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is minimum for MaxCC for M = [2, 4, 6, 8].
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.7, the combine bitmap operations are op-
timized in MaxCC-S approach. In this particular scenario with 20 to 40%
overlaps, the separation strategy does not find queries to separately cluster. As
a result, it acts almost similar to MaxCC and combines the nearby queries.
Refer figure 5.8, the combine bitmap is shown in orange color. The overlaps
above 20% for all queries causes MaxCC-S to act similar to MaxCC. Due to
this, the MaxCC and MaxCC-S results are similar when number of partitions
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are 4, 6, 8.
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.8 Performance gain increases forM = [2, 4, 6, 8]
if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2 the read bitmaps cost
has reduced to 37% of the read cost without partitions in MaxCC approach.
But for M=4, the performance is improved and cost gets reduced to almost 21%
of the read cost without partitions. For combine bitmaps, the cost gets reduced
to almost 30% of the combine bitmaps cost of the query workload without par-
titions. Similar trend can be observed for rest of the number of partitions. The
performance of the system improves if there are more than 100 queries in each
partition. Thus the performance is best for M = [2, 4, 6] and good for M = [8].
Test 1.4: Test scenario with 0 to 80% overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has overlap degree between 0 and 80%. The overlap percent depends on
the overlapping region of the query. This overlapping scenario with varying overlap
degree shows the advantage of both approaches clearly.
Results:
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Figure 5.9: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario with 0 to 80%
overlaps in query workload (1000 queries) with varying number of partitions M =
[4, 6]
Figure 5.10: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with 0 to 80% overlaps
Observation for Test 1.4:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.9. The less number of block reads lowers the disk
access. Thus all partitions in MaxCC (Max Containment Clustering) will have
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less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For MaxCC-S, the cost for read
bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC(as per expectation).
Refer figure 5.10. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is very low for MaxCC for M = [2, 4, 6, 8].
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.9, the combine bitmap operations are opti-
mized in second approach. In this particular scenario with 0 to 80% overlaps,
the separation approach works perfect and finds the ideal clustering for queries.
As a result, in figure 5.9, consistency can be observed for all the partitions for
MaxCC-S (check orange color bars).
Refer figure 5.10. the combine bitmap is in orange color. The results clearly
show the trench or drop for MaxCC-S for M = [4, 6, 8]. Therefore, the perfor-
mance of combine bitmaps in MaxCC-S is as per expectation.
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.10 Performance gain increases for M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2 the read
bitmaps cost has reduced to 30% of read cost without partitions. For M=4,
the performance is improved and cost gets reduced to almost 19% of the read
cost without partitions. For combine bitmaps the cost gets reduced to almost
50%(in MaxCC) and 25%(in MaxCC-S) of the combine bitmaps cost of the
query workload without partitions. Similar trend can be observed for rest of
the number of partitions. The performance of the system improves if there
are more than 100 queries in each partition. Thus the performance is best for
M = [4, 6, 8] for MaxCC-S.
Test 1.5: Test scenario with 0 to 40% overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has overlap degree between 0 and 40%.
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Results:
Figure 5.11: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario with 0 to 40%
overlaps in query workload (1000 queries) with varying number of partitions M =
[4, 6]
Figure 5.12: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with 0 to 40% overlaps
Observation for Test 1.5:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.11. The overlaps take advantage of grouping
similar queries in same cluster. Thus, less number of blocks are read that
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lowers the disk access. As a result, all partitions in MaxCC (Max Containment
Clustering) will have less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For MaxCC-S,
the cost for read bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC(as per expectation).
Refer figure 5.12. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is very low for MaxCC for all values of M
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.11, the combine bitmap operations are opti-
mized in second approach. In this particular scenario with 0 to 40% overlaps,
the separation approach may or may not find the ideal clustering for queries as
separation criteria(<10%). As a result, in figure 5.11, MaxCC-S has combine
bitmap cost similar to MaxCC (check orange color bars for M=6).
Refer figure 5.12. the combine bitmap is shown in orange color. The results
shows the almost similar values for MaxCC and MaxCC-S for M = [4, 6, 8].
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.10 Performance gain increases for M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2 the read
bitmaps cost has reduced to 40% of read cost without partitions. For M=4, the
performance is improved and cost gets reduced to almost 22% of the read cost
without partitions. For combine bitmaps the cost gets reduced to almost 23%
of the combine bitmaps cost of the query workload without partitions. Similar
trend can be observed for rest of the number of partitions. The performance of
the system improves if there are more than 100 queries in each partition. Thus
the performance is best for M = [4, 6, 8].
5.4.2 Dataset 2: Real world dataset
I have created query workloads with varying size of overlap percent (0 to 80%)
and query range size = 0.8% to 1%. The queries in query workload are created for US
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and Europe region by using the latitude and longitude values of these regions. Query
Workload contains total queries from 100 to 500. Using MaxCC and MaxCC-S, the
query workload is partitioned. Random partitioning for same workloads is performed
to compare the approaches. Number of partitions(M) has varying values 2, 4, 6, 8.
The partitioning approaches are tested for all these number of partitions. The results
are organized into two types of visualization - the detailed view (bar chart) and the
overview of varying number of partitions M (bar chart).
Test 2.1: Test scenario with 40 to 80% overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has overlap degree between 40 and 80%.
Results:
Figure 5.13: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario in real dataset
with 40 to 80% overlaps in query workload with varying number of partitions M =
[4, 6]
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Figure 5.14: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with 40 to 80% overlaps on real dataset
Observation for Test 2.1:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.13. The overlaps take advantage of grouping
similar queries in same cluster. Thus, less number of blocks are read that
lowers the disk access. As a result, all partitions in MaxCC (Max Containment
Clustering) will have less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For MaxCC-S,
the cost for read bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC(as per expectation).
Refer figure 5.14. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is very low for MaxCC for all values of M
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.13, the combine bitmap operations are opti-
mized in second approach. In this particular scenario with 40 to 80% overlaps,
the separation approach may or may not find the good clustering for queries as
separation criteria(<10%). As a result, in figure 5.13, MaxCC-S has combine
bitmap cost similar to MaxCC (check orange color bars for M=6).
Refer figure 5.14. the combine bitmap is shown in orange color. The results
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shows the almost similar values for MaxCC and MaxCC-S for M = [4, 6, 8].
Random partitioning has higher values than both proposed approaches.
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.14 Performance gain increases for M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2 the read
bitmaps cost has reduced to 60% of read cost without partitions. For M=4, the
performance is improved and cost gets reduced to almost 35% of the read cost
without partitions. For combine bitmaps the cost gets reduced to almost 35%
of the combine bitmaps cost of the query workload without partitions. Similar
trend can be observed for rest of the number of partitions. The performance of
the system improves if there are more than 75 queries in each partition. The
performance is best for M = [4, 6].
Test 2.2: Test scenario with 0 to 40% overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has overlap degree between 0 and 40%.
Results:
Figure 5.15: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario in real dataset
with 0 to 40% overlaps in query workload with varying number of partitions M = [4, 6]
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Figure 5.16: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with 0 to 40% overlaps on real dataset
Observation for Test 2.2:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.15. All the partitions in MaxCC (Max Contain-
ment Clustering) will have less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For
MaxCC-S, the cost for read bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC(as per
expectation).
Refer figure 5.16. The read bitmap performance is shown in blue color. Read
bitmap cost is very low for MaxCC for all values of M
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.15, the combine bitmap operations are opti-
mized in second approach. In this particular scenario with 0 to 40% overlaps,
the separation approach may find the good clustering for queries as separation
criteria(<10%). As a result, in figure 5.15, MaxCC-S has combine bitmap cost
is lower than MaxCC. (check orange color bars for M=4).
Refer figure 5.16. the combine bitmap is shown in orange color. The results
shows the almost similar values for MaxCC and MaxCC-S for M = [4, 6, 8].
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Random partitioning has higher values than both proposed approaches.
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.16, performance gain increases for M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2, the read
bitmaps cost has reduced to 60% of read cost without partitions. For M=4, the
performance is improved and cost gets reduced to almost 35-40% of the read cost
without partitions. For combine bitmaps the cost gets reduced to almost 40%
of the combine bitmaps cost of the query workload without partitions. Similar
trend can be observed for rest of the number of partitions. The performance of
the system improves if there are more than 75 queries in each partition. Thus
the performance is best for M = [4] and good for M = [6].
Test 2.3: Test scenario with no overlaps
Description: In this test scenario, the range query workload consists of set of
queries that has no overlaps.
Results:
Figure 5.17: Performance comparison of approaches for test scenario in real dataset
with no overlaps in query workload with varying number of partitions M = [4, 6]
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Figure 5.18: Performance comparison of approaches grouped by varying size of M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] for query workload with no overlaps on real dataset
Observation for Test 2.3:
1. Read Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.17. All the partitions in MaxCC (Max Contain-
ment Clustering) will have less read bitmap cost(shown in blue color). For
MaxCC-S, the cost for read bitmap is a bit higher than the MaxCC(as per
expectation). Random has a very high read bitmap cost.
Refer figure 5.18. The read bitmap performance is denoted by circle as a
marker(shown in blue color). Read bitmap cost is very low for MaxCC for
all values of M .
2. Combine Bitmaps: Refer figure 5.17, the combine bitmap operations are op-
timized in second approach. In this particular scenario with 0% overlaps, the
separation approach finds the good clustering for queries as separation crite-
ria(<10%). As a result, in figure 5.15, MaxCC-S has combine bitmap cost
consistent than MaxCC. (check orange color bars for M=[4,6]).
Refer figure 5.18. the combine bitmap is shown using triangle marker(orange
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color). The results shows the almost similar values for MaxCC and MaxCC-S
for M = [4, 6, 8]. Random partitioning has higher values than both proposed
approaches.
3. Performance Gain: Refer figure 5.18, performance gain increases for M =
[2, 4, 6, 8] if the values are compared with no partitions. For M = 2, the read
bitmaps cost has reduced to 50% of read cost without partitions. For M=4,
the performance is improved and cost in MaxCC gets reduced to almost 25%
of the read cost without partitions. For combine bitmaps the cost gets reduced
to almost 40% of the combine bitmaps cost of the query workload without par-
titions. Similar trend can be observed for rest of the number of partitions.
The performance of the system improves if there are more than 75 queries in
each partition. Thus the performance is best for M = [2, 4]. The performance
improvement drops if the number of partitions are increased.
5.5 Results Overview
1. Low bitmap access: MaxCC- Max Containment Clustering with load-balanced
partitions groups nearby queries into same clusters. For all test scenarios, the
disk access is low for MaxCC. It performs best in case of more overlapping
degree. The queries can find the ideal clustering scenario that access neighboring
nodes. Note that in cSHB indexes[23], these neighboring nodes are stored in
same block. Thus, it affects the disk access cost and provides performance boost
in read bitmaps shown in the detailed analysis section.
2. Optimized bitmap operations: MaxCC-S- Max Containment Clustering
with Separation uses separation criteria for partitioning the queries in the work-
load. This criteria used for above experiments is less than 10% overlap. If the
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overlap is less than 10% then it will work great by optimizing the bitmap op-
eration for the blocks accessed. This also provides best results when a query
workload with 0 to 80% overlaps is provided. It can take advantage of this
varying overlapping region to find ideal clusters that helps in optimizing the
CPU operations.
3. Varying number of partitions: The number of partitions M = 2 is very
low for query workload of 1000 queries. For such low number of partitions, the
partitioning algorithm for MaxCC-S cannot create ideal clusters. As a result,
separation of queries is not possible and can reduce the performance. The
number of partitions M should be selected according to the query workload
count to get best results. The number of queries in the partitions also affect the
performance. At least 75-125 queries in each partition shows the performance
improvement. The results discussed in section 5.4 shows good results when
number of partitions M are 4,6,8.
4. Effects of Random Partitioning: The random partition behaves in a random
manner. For some partitions it finds best results but for others it gets worst
performance. The random partitioning has a lot of chances of causing resource
overloading bottlenecks in parallel execution.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
The two approaches proposed in the thesis create partitions for processing the
query workload in parallel. The load-balanced partitions help in reducing the resource
overloading bottlenecks that are caused by unbalanced partitions.
The first approach, Max Containment Clustering, lowers the blocks read using the
cSHB indexes. This produces very low disk accesses that provide a performance boost
in the read bitmap cost internally in the cSHB. The neighboring queries are clustered
together which helps in lowering block reads using the block-based organization of
the cSHB index hierarchy. The combine bitmap operations are low but not best as
compared to the second approach.
The second approach, Containment Clustering with Separation Strategy, opti-
mizes the cost for bitmap operations. The strategy splits the queries in separate
partition to lower the bitmap computations. This produces the performance gain in
the combine bitmap operations. The read bitmap cost is a bit higher than approach 1
due to the separation of neighboring queries. The overall performance of the approach
is best for query workloads with varying degree of overlaps.
Partitions generated and results obtained are as expected from both approaches.
In future, these strategies can be adapted to other index structures to increase
their performance by partitioning query workloads as per the expectation. The sample
query workloads can be tested on other indexing structures. Using these results,
approaches discussed can be used directly or can be configured according to the
results.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF NOTATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
73
N number of queries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
P Partition set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Q Query workload . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Qsize Query workload size i.e. set of queries in the workload . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
q range query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
M number of partitions in partition set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
pi single partition in partition set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
C Initial cost of processing queries in the node. This does not include the discount
and tax charges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
c cost of processing a single query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Cp cost of processing a node with discount and tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Ep Empty area percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Op Overlap area percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32
Bexp Expected budget in each partition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
CP .root Projected cost at root node . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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